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Black-and-white
thinking
(aka All-or-Nothing Thinking)

What is black-and-white thinking?
Black-and-white thinking is sometimes called all-or-nothing thinking or
rigid thinking because it doesn’t allow any room for other possibilities.
When we engage in black-and-white thinking we tend to see things in
extremes and forget that there are a range of possibilities in between.
Occasionally, it can be helpful to think in simple black-and-white
terms. When we are faced with a threat, we need to be able to make quick
decisions and respond fast. In the past this would have made it easier for
our ancestors to make quick social decisions about who to trust and who
to keep at a distance.
Black-and-white thinking can be particularly useful when we need to
make decisions about our safety.
For example, Tiger on the loose – Bad – Run – Fast!
We all think in black-and-white terms from time to time, especially
when we are young. It can be much simpler to view the world in an allor-nothing, black-and-white way, and it can feel safer too. Very young
children often find it easier to view the world in extremes as it can seem
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easier and less complicated; for example, friend or enemy, right or wrong,
pass or fail. However, as we grow older we begin to understand that the
world isn’t quite so simple and things don’t always fall clearly into discrete
categories. Things or people are rarely all good or all bad all of the time.
So although you might fail an exam, it doesn’t mean you are a failure or
that you’ve failed every single question in the exam! You may have passed
certain questions or elements of the coursework. The truth is that most
things in life aren’t totally fantastic or total disasters. Most things in life
have good bits, bad bits and all the so-so bits in between…
Black-and-white thinking can be unhelpful when it leads us to make
simplistic and rash decisions too quickly, without considering the facts.
Such all-or-nothing thinking can be narrow, restricted and doesn’t help
us see things as they really are.
If we get into the habit of thinking in black-and-white terms then this
can become a problem. Unhelpful black-and-white thoughts are great at
presenting themselves as facts and stopping us from considering other
options. By encouraging us to think in a rigid all-or-nothing way, this
leaves no room for anything else, including the possibility that it may not
be true all of the time or even at all! When it becomes a habit and remains
unnoticed, black-and-white thinking can leave us feeling hopeless and
powerless to change anything.
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Take Andi…
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Andi has fallen into the habit of thinking about exam nerves in a blackand-white way. Words like ‘always’ and ‘never’ and ‘can’t’ slip into Andi’s
black-and-white thoughts, making the thought seem like a fact and
leaving little room for doubt.
Black-and-white thought: ‘I always get nervous and can’t do anything
about it, therefore exam nerves will always get the better of me, and
I will always fail.’
Assumed fact: Exams = uncontrollable nerves = failure.
This leaves no room for Andi to think about any occasions when exam
nerves weren’t totally uncontrollable. Although Andi feels overwhelmed
with nerves at exam time, it is very unlikely that exam nerves are totally
uncontrollable all of the time. However, by presenting this as an absolute
truth, black-and-white thinking stops Andi from considering any occasions
where exam nerves might not have been as overwhelming. It also stops
Andi from thinking about what to do to control exam nerves better the
next time. If Andi continues to believe unhelpful thoughts are facts rather
than just thoughts, then Andi won’t see the point in trying to respond to
them differently.
Impact on life: Uncontrollable nerves no matter what I do = fact =
no point in trying to change it = I’m a failure = stop trying.

You know it’s an unhelpful thinking habit when…
Here are some thoughts from the Workout Team about black-and-white
thinking. You know it’s an unhelpful thinking habit when…
…you usually give up on stuff because what difference will it make
anyway?
…you often use labels to describe yourself and others.
…you don’t really believe what other people tell you…they don’t
understand because they’ve got it so much easier than you.
…sometimes you feel like there’s no point in trying because that’s just
the way it is.
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…you often feel overwhelmed by things.
…you think that whatever you do is never good enough.
Left unchecked, black-and-white thinking can negatively affect your
mental health and wellbeing. Constantly thinking in all-or-nothing terms
or absolutes can leave you feeling that there’s little point in trying to change
things. It can also encourage you to compare yourself unfavourably to
others who seem to manage things much better than you. In turn, these
feelings can affect what you do, making you less able to think of solutions
or the way to navigate through challenge, and making you doubt your
ability to cope with lots of other things too. Feeling not-good-enough and
helpless will probably make you feel switched off and less willing to take
a risk and try new things.
Remember the fight, flight or freeze response from Chapter 1? Blackand-white thinking can be helpful when we need to make quick decisions
about whether to stay and fight, run away or hide. The problem is that in
modern-day life we are unlikely to encounter real threats to our lives on
a daily basis, so making quick decisions when there is no real threat can
be harmful. If we constantly make polarised, rigid decisions, we leave no
room for other possibilities and are likely to make incorrect, ill-informed
and even harmful choices. This could then impact negatively on how we
feel and behave.
If Andi continues to think things like, ‘I always get so nervous before
my exams, I can’t control my nerves, nothing ever works, I’ll never do as
well as I could… I’m useless’, this is not going to help Andi prepare for the
exams or get exam nerves under control. In fact, this thinking is likely to
make Andi’s exam nerves even worse, and leave Andi feeling increasingly:
Low, helpless, hopeless, anxious, angry, irritated…
And feeling this way will affect Andi’s behaviour. Because Andi feels
hopeless and helpless about exam nerves, Andi will probably become
more anxious and worried about being nervous itself! If they expect to
have uncontrollable nerves, this will also make it more likely to happen.
Andi will look out for signs that this is true and be less likely to look out
for times when exam nerves are more manageable or not there at all.
Over time, Andi might find that worry and anxiety affect other things too,
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like sleeping and eating and doing the things Andi usually enjoys. Andi
might even begin to feel physically unwell and try to find other ways to
block out or control the worry. If Andi starts to rely on unhelpful ways
of coping, like eating or drinking too much, or avoiding other stressful
situations, this could create even more problems. Left unchecked and
unnoticed, the black-and-white thinking frenemy will sap Andi’s energy
and mental strength, so they miss out on all of the good things in life.

Fitness test: Could black-and-white thinking
be sapping your mental strength?
Be honest! Read through the following statements and think about them
carefully. Perhaps talk them through with someone you trust.
1. Do you often find yourself thinking in opposites or all-or-nothing
ways like…
She’s perfect… I’m hopeless.
They’re so clever… I’m so stupid.
Everyone other than me is happy with life…my life is rubbish.
Why are things always so difficult for me when everyone else has it
so much easier?
2. Do you struggle to see anything in between?
3. How often do you find yourself:
→→ Giving up easily when things get tough, because there’s really no
point?
→→ Becoming annoyed, jealous or irritated with others who seem to
have it so much easier than you?
→→ Giving up when things don’t exactly go to plan? For example,
thinking that your diet is totally ruined if you’ve eaten two biscuits,
and you might as well eat that cream cake, bar of chocolate and
jumbo bag of crisps too?
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→→ Only noticing the extremes? For example, noticing when you
or others are really happy, or really sad, but what about the
in‑between?
→→ Labelling yourself and others? For example, I’m boring, he’s
fascinating, she’s stunning, he’s talented…
→→ Thinking in words like should, must, always, never, useless,
impossible, can’t, terrible, etc.?
Most of us will be able to think of occasions where these things might feel
familiar, but try to consider how many of these statements would ring true
for you on a regular basis.
If you’re not sure about it, that’s okay. It’s not always easy to notice
thoughts that have become habits. Try to watch out for this kind of thinking
over the next week. Try to catch it in action, or spend some time at the end
of each day thinking back. What happened? What did you notice? How did
you feel? How did you respond to things? Was black-and-white thinking
around? Keep a note of any all-or-nothing thoughts by writing them down
in your workout notes or on your phone.
If black-and-white thinking feels a bit too familiar, take a look at the
Think-ercises below to add to your Warming Up exercises and Stretch
and Flex-ercises.

Think-ercises
These Think-ercises can help you break the black-and-white
thinking habit. But remember that it can take time and practice to
change any kind of habit, and this applies to thinking habits too.
So choose the Think-ercises that work for you and stick with them!
1. Look for the middle ground
Looking for the middle ground involves thinking about the
possibilities between the extremes and introducing more options.
But this isn’t always easy to do. Having a middle ground can make us
feel less sure about things, and being less certain can be unsettling.
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On the other hand, having more options and being less restricted
can also be a really helpful way to think about things.
• When you notice a black-and-white thought, try to look for the
middle ground by:
;; Giving the middle ground an identity. What would you call
it? How would you describe it? What would it look like?
The more you practise looking for the middle ground, the
easier you will find it.
;; Keeping a list of the black-and-white thinking words you
use to describe yourself and others.
• Write down as many alternatives as you can think of, to describe
the bits inbetween:
;; Challenge yourself to use as many alternatives as you
can to add some colour to your black-and-white thinking
over the next few days and weeks. How would you notice
and describe the shades in between the extremes? For
example, if you are exhausted, the shades might be:
tired, sleepy, drowsy, shattered, droopy, burned out, out
of gas, worn out, weary, off-peak; or if you are feeling
stupid, the shades might be: mistaken, made an error,
dull, slow, off‑colour, tired, not thinking straight today, still
learning, sluggish…
2. Notice the exceptions and uncover the evidence
• ‘She’s clever…I’m stupid’: is this true all of the time, most of the
time or some of the time? Where is your proof that this is true all
of the time?
• Think of times when you have been clever/funny/confident,
etc.…even just a little bit!
• If you struggle to think of examples, be your own best friend.
What would a supportive friend or family member say to you?
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3. Question the all-or-nothing label
• Ask yourself if people can be both things at the same time:
;; For example, can you be clever and still do something
stupid?
;; Can you be loyal to your friends and still let them down?
;; Can you fail at something but still be successful?
4. Re-create and rate the black-and-white thought
• Notice your black-and-white thinking throughout the day and
write the thoughts down.
• Now re-write the thoughts and re-create them, remembering,
for example, to notice exceptions, look for the middle ground
and ‘add colour’ to the original black-and-white thought.
• Now rate the thoughts. For example:
;; ‘I’m so depressed today.’ Yes, I’m really fed up and low today,
but is it true to say I am depressed and the worst I could be?
Well, I’ve got out of bed and come to school. I’m really fed
up and low but that might also be because I didn’t sleep
well last night. So I’m probably a bit tired too. On a scale of
1–10 where 10 is the worst, I’m probably at a 7–8.
;; ‘I hate all of my lessons this morning.’ Is that a true fact?
Do I hate all of them all of the time? I suppose science
isn’t too bad sometimes, especially when we do practical
experiments. And I don’t feel strongly either way about
French, and Madame Woods can be a laugh sometimes.
I suppose I don’t hate them all of the time, even though
none of them are my favourites. On a scale of 1–10 where
10 is the worst, I suppose lessons this morning are at 6.5.
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Andi’s Mental Health and Wellbeing Workout
Take Andi, after the workout.
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Andi decided the black-and-white thinking was getting out of control.
Andi chose a combination of Stretch and Flex-ercises and Think-ercises
to add to the Warming Up exercises.
This is what Andi’s workout looked like.

WARMING UP
•• I will try to get to know my thinking habits so I can spot my
unhelpful black-and-white thoughts before they take over. I will
start by noticing my thoughts when I’m doing everyday things,
like walking to school and brushing my teeth. I’ll notice if my
thoughts are about things that have happened in the past or if
they’re about things that might happen, and how this makes me
feel. I’ll also practise focusing my attention on what is happening
around me instead of being dragged along by my thoughts.

Stretch and Flex-ercises
• I will try to let my unhelpful thoughts come and go and not beat
myself up about them. I’ll tell myself:
I’m only thinking in black and white again. That’s okay. We
all do it sometimes. I must remember that just because my
black-and-white thought is saying I’m hopeless, it doesn’t
mean that I am. I can hear the thought and don’t have to
believe it. I can write it down and keep it for later. It’s just
a thought. I can sit this one out and not get caught up in
this thought.
There’s black-and-white thinking again. I’m going to focus
on my breathing so I don’t get caught up in it. I’m going to
count in for four and out for four and notice where I feel my
breath…in my nostrils, in my chest or in my stomach.
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Think-ercises
I’ve been writing down my back and white thoughts all week and
I’ve noticed that I often use the words ‘totally’, ‘always’, ‘hopeless’
and ‘never’ when I’m thinking about my exam nerves. I am going to
try to look for the middle ground and use some different words, such
as ‘sometimes’, ‘good-enough’, ‘okay’, ‘partly’, ‘a bit’ or ‘occasionally’.
I’m going to keep these words in the notes on my phone or in my
workbook so I can look at them and remember to use them.
• I am going to notice black-and-white thinking and try to rate and
re-create the thoughts by remembering to ask myself:
;; Is it true that my nerves always get the better of me or has
there been a time when they weren’t so bad? Has there
been a time when I have managed them differently, even
just a little bit?
;; Can I be nervous and still do okay?
;; On a scale of 1–10, how bad are my nerves today? Is it true
to say that they sometimes or often get the better of me?
;; It’s true that they sometimes get the better of me, but
last month when I did my mocks I was nervous but still
managed to finish all of my maths paper on time. I got a
good pass for that paper so they didn’t get the better of
me then.
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Negative Filtering
(aka Looking through
Gloomy Goggles)

What is negative filtering?
Negative filtering is like looking at the world though a dark and gloomy filter
or lens, when anything positive is immediately dismissed or discounted
and replaced with a negative way of looking at things.
Negative filtering is quite common – most of us put on our gloomy
goggles from time to time! Occasionally it can even be a helpful thing to
do! Noticing the negatives can motivate us not to make the same mistakes
again and to do something different the next time. After all, we often learn
from our mistakes!
BUT…it can be an unhelpful way of thinking when it becomes so
distorted that it stops you from seeing things in a more balanced way, and
blocks out any of the positives. When this happens, negative thinking can
become a problem.
When negative filtering takes over, it stops us from seeing anything
other than the tough stuff. It really is like looking through a dark and
gloomy lens. And when this becomes a habit it can be as if you’re stuck
in a universe of negativity with no way to escape. It can be an extremely
unpleasant and harmful way to view the world, causing big and difficult
feelings like low mood, anxiety and hopelessness.
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Take Abi…
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Abi is a great athlete and has scored many goals in her time. She trains
hard and always does the best she can on the day. But this time things
didn’t go to plan and she missed a crucial shot. Even though her coach
was really pleased with the way she prepared for the game and the effort
she put into it, Abi discounts all the positives. It’s as if she can’t hear
them – all she can hear is her negative thoughts telling her that she’s
not good enough. She doesn’t believe what her coach is telling her; she
only believes her unhelpful thoughts. In other words, negative filtering is
taking control of Abi.
Negative filtering thrives when we become obsessed with the
smallest error or mistake. Everything else takes a back seat to the things
that haven’t worked out for us. It’s as if any positive or good things have
never happened. They’re not as important as the one negative thing.
The negatives steal all of the status!

You know it’s an unhelpful thinking habit when…
Here are some thoughts from the Workout Team about negative filtering.
You know it’s an unhelpful thinking habit when…
…you’re always on the lookout for the bad stuff, and sometimes it
doesn’t feel ‘right’ unless you’ve found it.
…you often feel that things are hopeless and out of reach.
…you only remember the bad things people say.
…even when things are okay, you put your own negative ‘spin’ on it.
…you obsess about the one bad thing, even if everything else was fine.
…you think people say things just to be nice or kind and they don’t really
mean it.
…you run through things in your mind over and over again, obsessing
about what went wrong…or even searching for it!
Left unchecked, negative filtering can harm your mental health and well
being. Constantly thinking negative thoughts about yourself, the things
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that you’ve done, and ignoring or discounting all the positives, can leave
you feeling negative about life in general. This constant negative viewing
of the world can sap your strength and energy, leaving you feeling totally
worn out and helpless. If nothing you do makes you feel good enough,
what more can you do?
If Abi continues to think things like, ‘She’s only saying that to be kind’,
‘It doesn’t matter that I’ve played well in the past’, ‘My best isn’t good
enough’ and ‘If I’ve made a mistake, then nothing else matters’, this could
make her feel:
Low, helpless, hopeless, angry, out of control…
Over time this will affect Abi’s wellbeing. Sometimes things don’t work out
how we want them to. That’s the way life is. Unhelpful negative filtering
is dangerous because it hooks onto the bad stuff and blows it up. This
stops us from thinking about how we can get through the tough stuff
and still feel good about ourselves. Negative filtering thoughts slap on
hurtful labels, while totally ignoring any positives, giving a very one-sided
version of events. So instead of helping Abi to think about what she could
do differently in her next game, negative filtering points the finger and
tells her she is useless while at the same time discounting all of the good
passes and goals she made. If Abi continues to listen to negative filtering
thoughts, they will sap her of all her mental strength.

Fitness test: Could negative filtering
be sapping your mental strength?
Read through the following statements and try to be as honest as you can.
Perhaps talk them through with someone you trust.
1. Do you often find yourself thinking or saying things like:
Nothing I do is ever good enough.
I feel like such a fraud.
They’re only saying that to make me feel better/to be nice/kind.
I’m useless/a failure/hopeless.
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2. Do you find yourself:
→→ Going over and over things searching for the negatives, even
when things have gone well?
→→ Worrying excessively about the things that have gone wrong or
could have been better, no matter how small and insignificant
they are?
→→ Ignoring or disbelieving the positives, no matter how big they are?
→→ Never feeling happy or satisfied with yourself or the things you do?
→→ Comparing yourself negatively to your friends?
→→ Feeling like there’s nothing you can do to change things?
→→ Finding it difficult to accept praise or compliments?
Don’t worry if you’ve answered ‘yes’ to some of these statements. If we’re
honest, many of us will recognise these thoughts from time to time. But
if they are very familiar to you, it could be that negative filtering is trying
to take over.
If you’re not sure about it, that’s okay. As we now know it’s not always
easy to notice your thoughts. It takes some training! Try to watch out
for this way of thinking over the next week. Try to catch the thoughts in
action and spend some time at the end of each day thinking back. What
happened? What did you notice? How did you feel? How did you respond
to things? Was negative filtering around? Keep a note of any negative
filtering thoughts by writing them down in your workout notes or on
your phone.
If you think that negative filtering could be a problem, choose some
Warming Up exercises, Stretch and Flex-ercises and Think-ercises to
create your own personal workout.
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Think-ercises
You might decide that you want to take control of negative filtering
thoughts. These Think-ercises can help you do this if you practise
them regularly.
1. Interrogate the negative filtering thought
• Try some of the following ideas to change the way you treat the
unhelpful thought:
;; Keep your unhelpful thoughts close. Make a list of your
negative filtering thoughts in one week so you can get
to know them and keep them close. Write them in your
workbook notes or on your phone.
;; Ask yourself, is this true always, most of the time, some of
the time, rarely or never? What is your evidence?
;; Look at some of the labels in your negative filtering
thoughts. What is the proof that the labels are true?
Always? Sometimes? Rarely? Never?
;; What are the pros and cons of thinking this way? Think
about how the negative viewing makes you feel, and
behave. Does negative viewing have any benefits for you?
2. Try a new filter
• Try to change the filter by:
;; Making a case for the opposition. Play the opposition
and argue a case against the negative filtering thought.
For example, if a familiar thought is, ‘I’m such a failure, I
totally messed up that last exam question. Why did I do
that? I’m such a loser’, what would the opposition say to
argue against this thought? Be creative. For example, the
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opposition might say, ‘Everyone messes up from time to
time. So you messed up one question. What about all of
the other questions that you didn’t mess up? You’re not a
failure. You can fail one question and still pass the exam.
And besides…I’ll bet you never make that same mistake
again! You learn from your mistakes. You held it together
for most of the exam and your revision paid off. Just
because you slipped up on one of the questions doesn’t
make you a loser.’
;; Looking for the missing information. Take one of your
negative filtering thoughts and study it like a detective
by looking for the missing evidence. Think about what
else you would want to know about the situation,
whether something like this has happened before and
what happened, what else might have contributed to the
situation, where the evidence is that the thought is totally
correct, whether it could be partially correct, or not correct
at all, and if you need a second opinion.
Negative filtering thoughts are great at highlighting the negatives
but not so good at noticing and highlighting the positives. Look for
the positives and make a note of them. Try not to make a judgement
about if they are worthy or true (remember – negative filtering will
encourage you to dismiss and disbelieve them). Just accept them
and write them down. Try to look back at your positives from time
to time or even say them out loud. Perhaps you could write yourself
a positive filtering mantra the next time you notice your negative
filtering thoughts creeping up on you.
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Abi’s Mental Health and Wellbeing Workout
Take Abi, after her workout.
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Abi decided that negative filtering was getting out of control. She signed
up to some Warming Up exercises, Stretch and Flex-ercises and Thinkercises.
This is what she chose for her workout.

WARMING UP
•• I’m going to practise paying attention to my body and where I
experience emotions. I am going to try and notice what happens
to me when I feel different emotions…pleasant emotions as well
as difficult ones. For example, whenever I am disappointed I
usually feel sick and headachy. I’m going to try to learn how to
tune into my body earlier and notice the signs that big feelings
are growing.

Stretch and Flex-ercises
• Practise flexible thinking. Over the next week I will practise being
more flexible in how I think and see things. When I am training
I will try to stand in my coach’s shoes and see things from her
point of view.
• Notice the negative thoughts…and let them come and go. When I
notice myself slipping into negative thinking, I will try to notice
it and accept that sometimes I look for the negatives in things.
I will tell myself, ‘That’s okay’. It doesn’t mean that the thought
is true or that I have to listen to it. I will tell myself, ‘It’s just a
thought, I don’t have to do anything with it, I can sit it out and
wait for it to pass.’ I will write the thought down when I notice it
and leave it for later.
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Think-ercises
• Change the filter. I will try and change the filter by making a case
for the opposition. When I notice myself thinking, ‘I’m so useless,
I’ve let myself down’, I will try to think about the argument
against this thought. It might be, ‘Perhaps I haven’t done as well
as I hoped, but there is no evidence that I’ve totally let myself
down. I can be successful and score a goal, and make a mistake
and miss a goal in the same match.’
• Let the positives count. I will write a list of all the positives and
try not to respond to the negative thoughts that tell me they
don’t count. I will include the positive things that other people
say to me, even if I don’t always believe them. I can look at this
list when I hear the negative filtering thoughts again.
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